NOTES:
UL LISTED - E2875
FINISH - GRAY BAKED ENAMEL
ALL NEUTRALS - INSULATED
WHEN MOUNTING THESE SWITCHES, ALLOW 3.00/
MIN CLEARANCE BETWEEN ENCLOSURES FOR OPENING OF SIDE HINGED DOOR.

SEISMIC NOTES:
USE (4) 1/4" DIA GRADE 5 STEEL MOUNTING BOLTS @ HOLES AA
MAX CONFIGURED WEIGHT 14 LB FOR THE PURPOSE OF DETERMINING SEISMIC ANCHORAGE REQUIREMENTS. FOR ALL OTHER APPLICATIONS, CONTACT SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC.

NEMA TYPE 12/3R

TERMINAL LUGS
AMPERES MAX WIRE MIN WIRE TYPE
30 #6 AWG #12 AWG AL
30 #6 AWG #14 AWG CU

HEAVY DUTY SAFETY SWITCHES
VISIBLE BLADE TYPE
30 AMPERE - SERIES F6
ENCLOSURE - NEMA TYPE 12/3R
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